
Figure 21.  2015 JUUL summer influencer marketing internship solicitation from Internships.com 
(https://www.internships.com/marketing/influencer-marketing-intern-i7391759). 



Figure 1. Invitations to JUUL Launch Party June 2015. 

.
Figure 2. Photos from one of many JUUL Sampling events. This event was held September 4-6, 2015, in the San 
Bernardino, California at the Nocturnal Wonderland music festival. Note the numerous hashtags which 
distribute JUUL’s promotion to a wide community including non-tobacco hashtags such as #style, #design, 
#electronics, #technology, #smart, and #gadget. 



Figure 3. JUUL hired attractive young women to distribute its free products at sampling events such as this one 
in the Betsy Hotel, South Beach in Miami. 

Figure 4. Distributing free samples at a JUUL event. The note at the bottom indicated that such events “exceeded 
the sampling goal of distributing 5000+ samples for each location.” 



Figure 5 October 2017 JUUL sampling event offerin   flavor tasting. 
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Figure 22. Invitation on JUUL’s website (October 2018) to recruit social media Influencers. 

Figure 23. From JUUL website in November, 2018, JUUL “marketing spend” may refer only to spending external 
to the company. It may, or may not, include hired social media managers and influencers. Superimposing the 
number of social media postings on this curve would likely show a vast frequency during the time of little 
reported market spending. Because the company has deleted much of its social media history over its period of 
rapid growth, such a quantitative depiction is not possible. 



     Figure 24. Application to Join JUUL Affiliates program (November 2018). 



Figure 10. This 2018 advertisement is a JUUL promotion for mango pods, its most popular flavor. (“Love, Love, 
Love the Mango pods!!”) 

Figure 14. JUUL posted Katy Perry holding a JUUL at the Golden Globes in January 2016. Use of the image of a 
celebrity using the company’s product is an example of the style/identity theme. 



Figure 25.  A sampling of community images from #juul.  While JUUL halted its own Instagram posts in 
November 2018, a vast community, predominantly young people continue to post to #juul it created. As of 
January 21, 2019, #juul has 336,308 posts.    
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Figure 6. JUUL’s “Vaporized” launch campaign of 2015 displayed happy twenty something models in trendy 
dress often playfully posed. The JUUL device was often surrounded by brightly colored triangles which, in digital 
version, flashed through a vivid color rainbow. 
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Figure 7. JUUL ‘s color schema appears to emulate that of American Spirit cigarettes, a popular brand among 
American Youth. 



 

Figure  27.  Tobacco advertisements have long featured attractive young women in suggestive poses. 

Figure 28. Similarities between a JUUL advertisement and the 2000 Camel “Pleasure to Burn” campaign.  
Tobacco products are promoted both as a way of relaxing and perking up, an example of elasticity of meaning. 
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Figure 29. Similarities between a JUUL advertisement and a 2002 advertisement typical of the 
“Newport Pleasure” campaign of 1973 – 2016.  Playfully arranged groups of young people. 

Figure 30. Similarities between a JUUL advertisement and a 1987 advertisement typical of the Virginia 
Slims “You’ve Come a Long Way Baby” campaign of 1968 – 1990. 
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Figure 31. Similarities between a JUUL “Smart” advertisement and a 1950s advertisement from a 1955 
Parliament “Smart” advertisement.  In both the term ‘smart”conveys a message of health reassurance. 

Figure 32.  JUUL’s ”smoking evolved” conveys a similar message of health reassurance to L&M’s “miracle tip.” 
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Figure 33. Tobacco advertisements often showed romantic couples mingling smoke.  In this 1932 Lucky 
Strike advertisement the future groom exhales a set of wedding rings.  

Figure 34. Tobacco marketers use myriad themes suggesting that their products foster success in romance. 
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Figure 35. Both the JUUL and Lark advertisement suggest giving the gift of a safer product to enhance a loved 
one’s health.  

Figure 36. Similarities between a JUUL “Mother’s Day” advertisement and a 1950s advertisement from 
Chesterfield. 



Figure 37.  The slogan “Save room for JUUL” emulates the phrase of “Save room for dessert” reinforcing 
the notion that JUUL is a sweet treat (eg.Creme brulee). 




